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Abstract 
Exact analytical solutions were obtained to the linearized, two-species 
Maxwell-Vlasov equations for the evolution of an initial density pertur-
bation in an initially stable, neutral plasma. Two initial perturbations are 
considered: a step-like and a pulse-like discontinuity. 
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We assume that the plasma dynamics are governed by the linearized 
Vlasov equations for both electrons and singly charged ions coupled through 
Poisson's equation. The equations are solved with two different initial 
conditions: 
I. fi# e U. v. t-0) « nofo.^ e(v) + An(1 - € (*))% e<v) 
€ (x) is Heaviside's step function 
H. tu fi(x, v. t=0) = nofo. e(v) + Ang. e(v) b(x) . 
f . (v) and g- (v) are assumed to be normalized Maxwellians. In our 
calculations we allow different drift velocities, but we neglect the B-field 
due to the resulting current. This approximation is necessary since we 
consider the problem in one dimension. 
The equations are solved analytically for initial condition I using 
Fourier transformation in space and Laplace transformation in time. The 
calculations are very similar to those of Mason in ref. 1. Analytical ex-
pressions for the densities, n- . the distributions, ff . the fluxes, 
F. -
 e , the electric field, E. , and the potential, ? . , are obtained. The 
Solutions to the equations with initial condition II can be found simply by 
differentiating the expressions above with respect to x, since initial con-
dition II is found by differentiation of initial condition I. The solutions of 
the equations with an arbitrary initial perturbation 
f l # e ( x . v . t = 0 ) . n o f o i < e + 4 n g i # e ( y ) F W 
can be found by superposition of these solutions by using 
fF(x, v, t) - J F(Y) f6(x-Y, v, t)dY . 
Assuming Boltzmann distributed electrons at all times and quasi-neutrality 
(n4~ ne) we can simplify our solutions considerably. These simplified 
calculations are found in chapter 4. 
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2. ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS WITH A STEP-UKE INITIAL CONDITION 
We use the linearized Vlasov equations for both electrons and ions 
coupled through Poisson's equation: 
T t * » i n i , , V »v 
* •*•
 u
 as _oo d X 
(2) 
where 
/ f o i . dv = 1 . e 
These equations are to be solved with the initial condition 
f,.
 e(x, v. t=0) = An(l - €(x))gi e(v) 
where 
J g. dv = 1 and An « n . €(x) is Heaviside's step function. 
- C O 
2.1 . The density, n. (x, t) 
We use Fourier transformation in space and Laplace transformation in 
time omitting for convenience the indes "1" on the perturbed quantities and 
get 
~ * i en k ~ 
s f ; o " fi Jk ,v , t=0) + ikvf.
 A = t ° f ft Jv ) m 
i, e i, e* * * i, e m. oi, e* ' \o; 
. 9 -^  <» ^ ^ 
o x e 
f, (k, v, t=0) must be taken as an Abel's limit, i. e. i , e 
- 7 -
o 
\ e(k*v'ts0) * M m / t n «i. e ( v ) e " l k X e "°' X'dx s ^ gt e (v ) . (5) 
o-»o 
Inserting (4) in (3) we get 
; , \ , f c ^ ) + p^i.e V*. 
x i , e " s + i k v — I^~~ T T T I oi, e 
where
 2 
J - " o e 
Ev" r o i . e <6> 
pl .e « 0 m i e • 
Integrating with respect to v we find 
n^
 e(k, s) « S.^  e(k, s) t ( 1 . Se)« ^ e ( k , s) (7) 
where 
St (k.s) - - EJ ' s = - j - I ' dv (8a) 
k _«»v - x 
| - dv. (8b) 
This notation follows closely that of Mason \ 
Equation 7 is solved with respect to n. and h . 




 c(k, s) « tif e(k, s) (S^k, s) - Se(k, s)) 
D(k,s) « 1 . 8 ^ , 8 ) - «e(k,s). 
- 8 -
D(k, s) is the dielectric function for the plasma, and S. (k, s) are source 
functions derived from the initial conditions. If the particles a re assumed 
to be chargeless or f.(x, v, t=0) = f (x, v, t=0), the density depends only on 
the source functions corresponding to freely streaming particles. In order 
to perform the inverse transformations of (9) we follow the procedure of 
Mason \ We temporarily consider s fixed with Re(s) ) 0. The functions 
S(k, s), t (k# s), M(k, s), and D(k, s) are analytic in the full complex k-plane 
except for a branch cut along the line k = i—, v real . The functional 
branches on each side of this line are denoted S., t.t M-, and D. with j = 1 
J •! «J 4 
(or 2) for k in the half-plane corresponding to Im (v) )0 (or < 0). For 
Re(s) > 0 thi« is equivalent to j=1 (2) for k right (left) of the cut. (See fig. 1). 




 e(k, s) are analytic in the full k-plane except at the branch cut and 
Dj(k, s) zeroes in the respective half-planes. The denominator in the 
integrands at S^
 e , M.^  e , and, D have zeroes for Y = i | f - I + i | (s s 



















Performing the Fourier inversion of (9) we get 
(to) 
where the index " l " ("2") indicates an integral contour below (above) the 
pole. See fig. 2. 
We assume fQ^  e(v) and g. e(v) to be drifting Maxwellians; 
foi e(v> * J = ~ L 01
'
 e
 ST% A exp 
oi, e 
( • ( 
v - v 
°b± 
Y2 A . 
oi, e 
) ' ) 
g (v) * — J « p ( . ( l L i j £ )2) exp (11) 
where 
»T 
oi, e m 
oi, e * T 
i ,e 
and A. ^ hL 
m i ,e 
- 10 -
Introducing the plasma dispers ion function we r ewr i t e (8): 
s 
/ l r - V. 
»•
e
-' ff!7 V /? A. ' y ? A i e k ' x ^ i e 
s 
I T - - v . 




-' l i k d T / ^ A o i e ) 
where 
c « T - \ l / 2 A 
(13) 
•,.-(^) oi, e _ * » • 
n e ' p i , e 
o 
The function M. (k, s) introduced in (9) i s then given by: 
i» e 
M. (k.s) - - T T T P i
 e 1 ( k . B ) (14) 
* '
e
' ' 2d k ' ' 
i 
where 
. s _ . - s .. . s 
V f 2 A Q i e / L / 2 A . ^ Y / 2 A e V ? A e / J 
and the function D(k, s) is given by: 
. s i s 
1
 2(kd.) L V Y 1 A . ' W V ^ 7 A ' J 






We shall now find the ze roes for the function D. (k, s ) . Substituting 
. s k = i -r and assuming j = 1 (o: Im(Y) * 0), we find that D- (k s i », s) - O for 
2 d 2 L ^ A o / ^ A o / J 
when Y is rea l . F o r k running along the line k • i £ Y i s running along the 
positive rea l axis . s^ (Y) and sg(Y) are shown in fig. 3. See also ref. 1. 
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Similar results are obtained when j * 2. The roots of D0(Y, s) are denoted 
s 2 4(Y) and s 2 4 * Sj g. When Re(s) * S Q (see fig. 3) and j * 1, 
Im(Y) > 0 maps inside the closed Y figures. Similarly when j * 2 (Im(Y) < 0). 
This point i s essential . We assume that s l ies fully to the right of the Y 
figures; non-analyticity i s confined to the branch cut. The Fourier in-
version contour i s wrapped around the cut as indicated in fig. 4. 
A Imk 
Rek 
The integral along paths III and V (see fig. 4) tends to zero as R -» » , in 
accordance with (1 2), (14), and (1 5). We make the substitution k s i ~ 
and find 
oo 
Inserting (9) we get 
\ e ^ s ) * I i r ( f ^ S i , e , 2 - S i, e, 1 ' 7T 
sx 
) —ir e dY 
/ ( * & 1 - 1 5 i J ^ 
sx 





\ e. 2<*. s> - S i . e.. <*• 8> * T T 2 " * i . . « 
(s - s ,(Y)) (s - s3 4(V)) 
D I 2(V.s) = ! * i— j 2»i . C ) 
Thus 
oo 
n^e(x.s) = A n J 
Si
 e(Y) -s f 
-it* e Y dY 
s 
~
 p i e .2<Y) P i . , i ^ \ ^ 2 ; s ? 
4mid2 J V (s-s2)(s-s4) (s-S lHs-S3); s 
i , e o 
(18) 
where 
Mi.e.,.2<^>= £pF Pi,e.,.2™ 
Performing the inverse Laplace transformation we interchange the order 
of the Y and s integrations. We continue (18) analytically to the full s-
plane and consider the two integral terms separately. 
oo 




- $ «*(fc^) • <'*» 
1Z A i ,e 
We used (11) to obtain the last expression. 




 s +i*> 
4«id, _ * t _._ x s(s -s . \ sfs -s* \ / i .e o s Q - i « <s "si > s<s -S1> 
i00 P« 
- ; Alg ImJ Y2 y 1 (cosh [s, (t- *•)] -1 )dY. (19b) 
2 m d i , e x s1 
t 
Equation 1 9a corresponds to freely streaming particles, while eauation 1 9b 
accounts for the collective interaction. 
This result is not suitable for numerical evaluation. Following Mason ' 
we therefore rewrite (1 9) as 
Xv 
^ ' 4 md. ^ s t (Y) 
f Y P. G(Y) - s (Y)(t - £) 
» '
e
 e ' Y dY 
Jx sZ (Y) 
r i-e 
We consider first the last integral, II: 
7*2 Pj jy) - s, or«t - 5) Jv 2 Pj (Y) - s (Y>(t- a 
U « i -£— e ' Y dY - *>•£— e <JY 
Substituting Y - - Y in the first integral we find 
- 14 -
/ 2/ P i e<Y> / S 1 { Y ) ( t " V ^ V ! " S1 {'ynt ^\^ 
Jx v l fm v ; s?<-*> y 
t 
• f ,H %^1 i S<(V>(t- * • V ^ e " S> ('Y)<t + * ) dY 
Jo V s*(Y) sf(-Y) ' 
Introducing the dimensionless variables 
/2A, i H Pi 





p i e « ) pie<-<> • S l ( " c ) ( t f m , T - ; 
C n - i ^ — A + - 4 ^ e f ^ dC 
J
0
 Ls*(C) sfC-C) -» 
where 
1 for the ions 
• s . . , 0 for the electrons 
and 
-8,(0(1 - -? - - ) * 
e f v o * C < J -
A = s (C)(1 - - * - ) t ff 
2 - e ^ C J -
Numerical results are shown in fig. 5. 
t5 -
2. 2. The Distribution Function, f. (x, v, t) 
i . e 
Inserting (9) in (6) we find 
"* * & (v) . i « 2 - S. - S f* . (v) 
t fir
 v * i « l A n ^ » c + p i . e i ^e oi , e | Y / (20) 
Performing the inverse transformations of (20) we Und f. (x, v, t). The 
calculations are similar to those in section 2.1 except for contribution due 
to the pole for s + ikv = 0. We therefore only consider this contribution in 
detail. 
i *» g; (v) /
 r ° ikx . * ikx v 
f i » e < * - v * S > s 2 i ( J M s + i k v ^ + J R O T v J * ) 
. iJL P (v) o 
t p i ' e oi.e ff 1 
ST"* \ J k(s+ ikv) i2 " e2 ikx ,. m. e dk 
J T^Tf 
S i l " S e 2 ikx „ 
ixvT — c : — e ** ) • (21) 




We make the substitution k - i y and find 
iAng. (v) r 7 r
 e Y v f i . e = &-$ -kru dv + 7 W^T dYJ 
i » 2 . F . (v) / r . S.
 9 - S 0 9 -s v 
- px,e o i , e l / f i ,2 e » 2 e Y dY 
+ 2* U s Y-v ^ T T 
o 
S. . - S , -s x 
, J 1 1 , 1 " e j
 e -
b Y \ 
where -f and^f- imply that the pole is above and below the integration path 
respectively. We consider the two terms separately: 
i A n
 Si
 e ( v ) 1st term = j - ^ 2ni Res(Y = v) 
= An g. (v) 
6 i # ex ' 





i Anw . ^ c r t / S. „ -S _ S. ., -S , \ 
2 n d t e r m . ; _ ^ f,o. e (v) j p / ^ ^ - . _ k i A i ) . 
O ^ ' 
/ S. „ -S „ S. - -S , \ - s — » 
•*-(J^-ai*-iVJ->vti 
where P denotes principal value. 
Using (1 2) we get 
,2 
' i j ^ - ) . 8 ^ ! ^ " ) S " A n J T S,2<Y> 
where 
1
 fil ^ VIA t / VIA ^ VTA / 
Q2(Y) = Q?W. 
17 -
Using these equations and (1 7) we find 
+ lAn« . 
2nd t e rm * , F*fe f» . (v) 
z* oi, e* ' 
J P J S f l ^ f V (s-s2(V)){s-s (VJ) " ( s - s . lV))(s-s JV)) ) e d v 
+ inv 2/ Q2<
v>
 A <VV> v -» f j 
V (s-s2(v))(s-s4(v)) + (s-S l(v))(S-S 3(v)) j e |-
Performing the inverse Laplace transformation in analogy with section 
2.1 we find 
An«2 
f i . •&• v ' *> " A n * i , e<v> W " ?> t - ^ ^ i , e<v> 
( ' - r
 Y2 Q,(Y) 






 st(Y) ' Y 
, . Qi(v) 
- Re «v 
sf(v) 
where € (C) is Heaviside's step function. 
Fo r v ( T- fi (x, v, t) reduces to 
2 
( » v 2 - ^ ( c o s h t s ^ v H t - ^ l j - l ) ) € ( t - 5 ) | (22) 
. An«" ^ r v2 Q i W 
h , e<*> v- *> s t # " " V e<v> I m J T T T ^ T <co8n fs1 M * ^ M )dY 
x s - \j) 
T ] 
This contribution i s solely due to collective interaction since vt ( x, 
i. e. the freely streaming particles have not yet arrived at the observation 
point x. 
For v ) J w e get 
- 18 -
A 2 An« • 
f. (x.v.t) = An g. (v) + f-*— * . (V) 
i, ex • i, e m oi, e* ' 
lin 
x 
J Y s"fY* S  (Y) 
The first term corresponds to freely streaming particles, and the 
second term is due to collective interaction. To obtain this expression we 
used the identity 
R e [ , v2 ^ J L (cosh [s, (v)(t- i ) ] - 1) ] = 
s , (v ) 
oo 
l m p f Y 1 ( c o s h [ s (Y)(t - *-)] - !) dY 
" i 
(Hilbert transformation). 
f. (x, v, t) is not defined for v = p This does not mean that our result 
is unphysical. Since f. (x, v, t) is a distribution function, it i s sufficient 
to know how to use it for calculating averages, i . e. how to integrate it after 
multiplication by other functions. This amounts to saying that f. (x, v, t) 
must be a "distribution" in the sense of L. Schwartz. For more realistic 
initial perturbations than the present one f. (x, v, t) may very well be 
defined for all x, v, t. We shall revert to this question later on. 
2.3 , The Flux, F- (x, t) 
k * 
The flux is defined as 
F i ; e ( x . t ) S J v f i e ( x . v . t ) d v . 
- 0 0 
Since the density, n. (x, t), is known explicitly (1 9), the easiest way 
of calculating F. (x, t) is to use the equation of continuity 
a \ e t1 + hFi.e(*>»-°-
Inserting the expression for the density we find 
- 19 -
^ F i # e < * . t ) * - A n ^ e < * ) 
2
«
d i , e J x s*(Y) 
t 
Integrating from x to infinity we get 
r 2 P i e 1 M 
ImJ Y Y f sinh[S l(Y)(t-^)]dV 
+ An - f"  *~i • i 0 0 
1 
Fi.e^~-*«r?ei.e{T )dC 
i . e x j^ 
The integration constant is zero since F. _(x-«», t) = 0 for all t. We 
consider the two terms separately. Using the tranformation 
*
 =
 f » we get the 1 st part = An | Yg { jY)dY . = 4 , j  g. 
f 
Calculating the expression for the 2nd part we first consider the double 
integral 
a b b tY 
j fF(C.Y)dYdC • f J F(C.Y)dCdY, b - •*• 
where we changed the order of integration. Letting a, b -*• we get 
rmm «
t Y 
J fF(C,Y)dYdC * f f F(C.Y)dCdY. (23) 
* T T x 
Using thi* identity we find 
- 20 -
F i . e ( j t ' t ) = i n ( / Vgi.e<V>dY 
" 1 
2 m d i , e 
Im 
P. (Y) > 
\J. (cosh[8 l(Y)(t-5) ]-l)dY 
** (V) 
(24) 
Using (11) we can simplify the first term 
f Y g- (Y)dY = 
The first term in (24) is due to freely streaming particles, the second 
term is due to collective interaction. 
Following the procedure shown in section 2.1 we put (24) on a form 
suitable for numerical evaluation: 
F i # e U , T ) = An | 2 A2 J Y g. e(Y)dY + C - ^ i Im 
12 
! 






 o L»?(« 
Y2c 
>T p f M -«i(-C)0+ - * - > * . 
s 2 K ) 
where 
1 for the ions 
C • i., 9 ' for the electrons 
Numerical results are shown in fig. 7. 
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2.4. The Electric Field, E(x, t) 
We integrate Poisson's equation from x to infinity: 
E(x, t) - -^ - J [ n^K, t) - neU. t) ] d I . 
x 
The integration constant is zero since E(x **•, t) « 0. Inserting (1 9) 
and using formula 23 we find 








R(Y) « P i # 1 ( Y ) + ^ P e J ( Y ) , 
Using (11) we find 




x „ x 
- V , N / T- ' V + i ((tv.-x) erfc( Zp) -
 (tve-x) erfc( LH>) ) 
1
 e 
2. 5. The Potential. 9(x, t) 
We integrate E(x,t) « - ^ f(x#t) from x to infinity, inserting (25) and 
using formula 23, and find 
- 22 -
f(x.t) = - & e j \ fV( t - ^)2(gi(Y) - ge(Y))d^ 
'X 
r 
1 2 , „ W x xt2 1
 I m f Y4 * £ ! (coshlB-CYMt-J)] - ^ < Y ) ( t - ^ - 1 ) d Y . 
2«df Jx s,(Y) 
i
 t 
Using (11) we get 
f V ( t - y)2 <gi(Y> - ge(7)) dY = 
Jv 'X 
T 
x „ 2 
1
 t2 ' *~ f^^vi-p(-(B)-yivv^-p((T-s)) 
x
- v . . , £ - v 
+ <A2
 + ( v r f) e r f c ( ^ ) - ( A 2 + ( V f > V * c ( ^ - £ ) • 
3. ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS WITH A PULSE-LIKE INITIAL CONDITION 
Equations 1 and 2 are solved for the case where the initial condition 
is given by 
lif e(*, v, t = 0) • Ang^e(v)6(x) 
and 
n.
 e (x , t = 0) = An6(x) . 
As mentioned earlier these solutions can be found simply by differen-
tiating those obtained in chapter 2, but the following procedure may give 
a better physical insight. 
- 23 -




We first consider the following two initial value problems: 
a) n.
 e (x , t = 0) = & n h [ l - €(x)] 
b) n i e ( x , t = 0) = A n h [ l - C ( x - I ) ] . 
Notice that [h ] = L~ and [An ] = particles • L~ . Referring to 
section 2.1 we find (omitting the indices " 1 " on P. ) 
i, e 
- f r°° - i r 2 p i
 ew v i 
n a i e (x , t ) - A i i h j J ^ <e(Y)dY + —If- to J ^ 2 j ^ — ( c o s h ^ (Y)(t-$)] -1)dlj 
i, e
 r 1 
and 
( r°° 




 * 4 f i / h *• e' 
+ \ Im f Y2 i ' e (cosh[S l (Y)(t- x + i / h )] -1 )dY | . 
2nd2
 e 4c+1 /h s 2 (Y) 1 Y ^ 
The solution to (1) and (2) for the case of a pulse-like initial condition 
is now found by lim [n (x, t) - n,(x, t) ] . We find 





 nK4 ~ s Anh \ I g,- «(Y)dY + Uf— Im 
ai, e bi, e I ^ e i , e l
 2 n d 2 r 
f ~ ^ ~ Y 2 %^L (cosh[Sl(Y)(t - 5) ] - l] dY 
J
* s2(Y) ! * 
T ' 
f Y2 ^ ^ (cosh [ s, (Y)(t - S ] - cosh [s . (Y)(t - -5t iA.)]) lY [ 
J
x + 1 / h s2(Y) l * 
t ' 
- 24 -
The three integral terms are denoted I? , I2 . and 13 respectively. We 
consider each term separately. 
h * " E l g i , e ' , 1 ) 
s t (^ 2 ) 2 
where 
J Z 1 < JLlJllL. 
We used the mean-value theorem. Evidently h l 2 ^ 0 when h ) ) 1 since 
cosh(s t(*2)(t - ^ - ) P 1 when *2 ~ £ SO 
lim (h I2) = 0 and lim (h \y) = I g i e ( £ ) . 
h-»* h -"> * 
In order to evaluate the last term we consider 
U m | h ( c o s h [ S l ( Y ) ( t - ^ ) ] - cosh[S l(Y)(t- * y 1 / h ) ] ) | = 
_fl£> .f(YMt.$) V J . -s l (Y)(t^) 
Urn j£[(1 - e ^ ) e + (1 - f ^ ) • ] j -
s,(Y) 
- ^ ~ s inhts^YHt-^) ] . (26) 
The final result is then 
»i
 # e(x.t) - An ( f g . e ( * ) * _ « tø J v _ i ^ I ! 8inh[s,(V)(t-^)]dY} 
i e — 
- 25 -
We want to show that this result satisfies the initial condition: 
Jim n. (x.t) * An tim l g (*) 
t-»o t-»o * 
»CO 
= An lim [ J ^ e ( v ) 6 ( v . | d v 
= A n lim I g (v)&(vt-x)d^ 
t -<r _ *• e 
s
 An J g .
 e(v)6(-x)di 
= Anb(x) 
since J gt e(v)dv = 1. 
3 .2. The Distribution Function, f. (x, v, t) 
hJi 
Using 
f i # e U . v , t ) * U m ( f a . e ( x , v f t ) - f b i # e (x ,v . t ) ) 
together with (22) we find (omitting the indices "1" on Q(Y)) 
Li - " *K s Anhg. ( V ) ( € ( t - - ) - € ( t - x * */")) ai , e bi, e e i , e* ' * * v' v " 





C r—t — 2 
I Im PJ Y^F $BX (cosh[ 81 Wlu $ 1 ' ] >dY x T"V s^(Y) 
+ Im P f" * ! _ S i l l (cosh [s t (Y)(t- i) ] - cosh [., (Y)(t- ^U^) ])dY 
»+'/h '"v «f(Y) 
- 26 -
,
 v2 R J m ( ( cosh[ s, <v)(t- ft] C <t - $ 
L s 1 (v) 
-(coshU,^-^^)--.)^-^^))]! 
Using . Wu 
l i m h ( ( ( t - i ) - C ( t - ^ ) ) = M v t - x ) (seeApp.) 
h-~ 
we find for the first term: An g^
 e(v) 6(vt - x). 
We consider the three terms II,. II2, U3 within the brackets j j 
separately. 
1 st term 
lim (h II.) = 0 . 
h — 
2nd term 
Using (26) we get 
lim(h U2) = Im P f ^ 2 L 9 1 ^ sinh [s , (Y)(t - *,) ] dY . 
h •••• x 1 
3rd term 
We consider 
M 5 cosh [.f(v)(t - ft] €<t - ft - cosh[S l(v)(t - i f i ^ ] C ( t - i i i ^ ) . 
Expressing Heaviside's step function as a Fourier integral (see Appendix) 
we get 
- 27 -
1 rT s i ( v ) 1 * M
 * i* J L ( 1 " e x p ( " ( i p + " V - ) H )} «,p<8i<vwt - ft> 
• [1 - expHip - - ^ ) ];)] exP( .S l(vHt - ft] e * P ^ * - * ) ) d p 
and 
1 fT st(v) \ 
lim(hM) « £ • J ( c o s h [ s 1 ( v ) ( t - f t ] + 1 ^ s i i m [ s 1 ( v H t - f t ] W p ( i p ( v t - x ) ) d p 
= I c o s h l B ^ v M t - f ) ] 6 ( t - i ) 
S 1 ( V ) r X n X 
+ _ J _ sinh [s , (v)(t - £ ]€(t - ft 
using the Appendix. 
Thus 
lim(hH3) = - „ v 2 R e [ S £ l ( 1 Cosh[s1(v)(t - ft] ) 5(t - ft 
h— ~ sf(v) 
+ i l l s i n h t s ^ v H t - f t l C t t - f t - U ( t - f t ] . 
The last term i s found using the Appendix. Using F(x) 6(x) = F(o)t(x), 
we get 
lim (h II3) « - « v R e [ gift sinh [s, (v)(t - - ) ] €(t - ft] . 
The final result is then 
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f. J* , v. t) = L n i g j
 e(v) 6(t- f) + ! ! > * foi_ e(v) 
j I m P J " " ^ ^ s i n h [ s , W ( t - ^ ) ] d V 
- «v R e
 ( 2 ^ rinh[8,(v)(t-2)])€(t-2)| (27) 
or 
r A 2 Anw . 
j l m / % ^ S ^ . i „ h [ . , ( V ) , t . $ ) ] d v | v < f 
X 
r 
f i > e ( x . v , t ) = < ^ not defined 
A n l g . Jv)6( t -









l I m J Y ^ ^ s i n h [ s l ( Y ) ( t ^ ) ] d Y | 
_oc 
(28) 
For t - 0 we find, using (27) 
lim t
 e (x ,v , t ) = An I g (v)6(-2) 
s A n
 ^
 e ( v ) 6 (x) . 
The result satisfies the initial condition. 
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3 .3 . The Flux, F . fx, t) 
i, e * 
We have F .
 e (x , t ) = lim [ F ^ e(x. t ) - F b i (x , t ) ] . 
Using (24) and following the method in the previous section we find 
f /*°° P (Y) 
i. e 
3.4. The Electr ic Field, E(x, t) 
We find 
E(x, t) - - ^ 2 ± | | (gjL(Y) - ge(Y))dY 
o % "x 
t 
2*dr ' x s^j(Y) 
Using (11) 
X X 
I (gi(V) - ge(Y))dY = i ( e r f c ( ^ A ) - « f c Q £ ' ) ) 
3 .5. ThePotenUal, »(x,t) 
f (x. t) » - A i l | J°°Y(t - ^(g.(Y) - ge(Y))dY 
o * ' x 
T 
(29) 
i - y I m J Y 2 - ^ - ( c o s h [ S l ( Y ) ( t - ^ ) ] - 1)dY| . (30) 
. ' Im f Y 3 ^ 1 L (sinh[ s (Y)(t - 5)] - s, (Y)(t - *-))dY \ 





i Y(t - yXg^V) - ge(Y))dV V 
T 
^(v4(^)V».-»(-(^;)) 
. ^„..-„„„(t-i) -i..,-.> 'Akr} 
4. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
In this chapter we want to give a simplified description of the problem 
treated in the previous chapters. For this purpose we assume the electrons 
to be Boltzmann distributed at all times so the linearized Vlasov equation 
for the electrons is replaced by 
n = n e ^ ^ e or E = - ^ !I!f , T e const. 
O e o en_ dx ' 
The linearized Poisson equation will be replaced by 
v *
T e S n i
 + ,2 S 2 E E = _ , — + d IT 
^ o 3 7 e a? 
where 
e »T j2 _ o e 
d e " 1 * 
If we further assume quasi-neutrality (n ~ nj, the original set of 







 d f i
 p 2 d n i „ . , 
F + V T T s C e I 7 ' o . i M (32) 
2 _ * T e 
e m. 
2 ~ The assumption of quasi-neutrality implies d - 0. This assumption 
will be justifiable for low electron temperatures, T , and high background 
densities, n , if -—«• is not too large, but also if the initial condition is 
such that the E-field varies smoothly o
 : —E± (( 1. The assumption of d x Boltzmann distributed electrons implies the assumption m - 0. This 
assumption i s justified if the initial condition involves a perturbation of the 
ions. This is verified numerically in ref. 1 for the special case considered 
there. We shall now consider (32) in detail. The solution to this equation 
with the initial conditions of interest here is given in refs. 3, 4, and 5. We 
only show the resul ts : 
For f.(x, v , t = 0) = An g(v) (1 - €(x)) 
the solution to (32) i s 
V * . v, t) = C* An Po(v) P J -^1 dY + JAng(v)- C 2 e Anf o (v )p | ^ dY j€ (v-£) 
f 
(33) 
n^x, t) = A n jf h(Y) dY (34) 
T 
F^x, t) = An f Y h(Y)dY (35) 
T 
E(x,t) = f 1L* h($ (36) 




By differentiation with respect to x we find the solution for the ca se 
where 
f . (x,v, t = 0) = Ang(v)6(x) 
to be 
f^x, v, t) ^ f, 
h(?) 
- A n { . g ( v ) 6 ( v - 5 + A n C e f 0 ( v ) - ^ r * (38) 
n t(x, t ) = An , , x v T h ( T ) 
(39) 
F^x , t) £(f)h£) (40) 
E(x.t) - - f — 
« T „ §h(f) 
d x 




T e 1 x f(x,t) - A n ^ ^ ( f ) . 
o 
(42) 
In (33)-(42) €(x) denotes Heaviside's step function, J g(v)dv = 1 and 
- oo 
h(Y) = •i- I m 
* 
1 -
P j SS^dv + i«g(Y) 
-oo 
2 r " f o ( v ) 2 CePJ v T " * " 1 < V I 
We notice that the solutions a r e s e l f -s imi lar , i. e. of the form 
•^
 H < r } -
It should be mentioned that the f ree-s t reaming contribution in these 
cases is always s e l f -s imi lar . In the following we shal l only cons ider (33)-
(37). F igs . 8a-e show numerical calculations of h(V), n . (^) , F ^ J ) , and 
f(f $ v)« In foe calculations we assumed drifting Maxwellians for f (v) and 
g(v). We chose slightly different drift velocities and t empe ra tu r e s for 
- 33 -
fQ(v) and g(v) s ince o therwise the f igures would show misleading s y m m e t r i e s . 
We notice that the E-f ie ld i s posi t ive for al l (x, t) unless we choose dis t r ibu-
tions g(v) and fQ(v) which have a difference in drift velocit ies which is g rea t 
compared to the i r t h e r m a l ve loc i t ies . The main effect of collective in te r -
action will the re fo re be an acce le ra t ion of a l l ions , so f.( J , v) i s negative 
for v ( vr> rift a n d posi t ive for v ) ^DrifV as shown in fig. 8e. We notice 
again that f-(T-, v) i s not defined for v = r . Close to r the dependence on 
v i s roughly given by ln( |v - T-|) so f. i s in tegrable with r e spec t to v, and 
this i s al l that i s needed as mentioned in. sect ion 2. 2. What i s worse : for 
v-» T*, f " » " s o the assumpt ion of l inear izat ion (Anf^  ( ( n f ) breaks down 
in this region. We shal l show that this i s due to our unphysical ini t ial 
condition which imp l i e s an infinite e l ec t r i c field for t - 0. 
We cons ider a m o r e r ea l i s t i c ini t ia l condition, namely 
j ^ v . t - o ) = _*LKfci 
exp(§) + 1 
where d may r e p r e s e n t the physical dimension of the exi ter , e. g. a grid. 
A detailed calculat ion gives 
n i ^ t > = f ,xhAv> , « * <43> 
f.(x,v,t) = — * L 4 X ! — 
i ,x-vt% 
exp( t_L l ) + t 
C 2 Anf» 
e 
r"h(v\ HV C2Anf« (v)
 r « 
0 (v)Pj $L _ J ^ e x i v ° P ( iCldY. 
J v y expf*-™) + 1 exoÆ^y) + 1 •> ^ * 
00 
e x p ( ^  1 e x p ( ^ i v   
(44) 
The solution for the ini t ia l condition 
f i ( * , v , t - 0 ) = 1 An g(v) exp(x/d) 
d
 (exp(x/d) + 1 ) 2 
- 34 -
may be found by differentiation ( remember the "minus"-s ign) . f(x, v, t) i s 
l imited and continuous for all (x, v, t) so if An is sma l l enough, the l i nea r i z -
ation i s justified. If we inse r t d = ^ and let n take the values 1, 2, 3 , . . . . , 
we get a sequence of functions which converge to the solution given in (33) 
s ince l im(exp(x/d) + I ) " 1 = (1 -C(x)) = €(-x). Consideration of the c h a r a c -
d-*o t e r i s t i c s in the v, x / t plane offers a convenient way of comparing the l inea r 
r e su l t s with the non-l inear numerical resul t s shown in ref. 6. The l inea r 
calculations give a separa t r ix v = x / t which divides the v, x / t plane into 
two halves . Such a separa t r ix v = S(x/t) i s recovered in the non- l inear 
calculat ions, v = S(x/t) l ies entirely above v = x / t , but has v = x / t as an 
asymptote for large v. S(x/t) - x / t will be smal l as long as T ~ T. . 
T h e r e is overal l agreement between the l inear and non-l inear calculat ions 
of the distribution function, density, and E-field. We therefore conclude 
that the resu l t s obtained from a l inear calculation a r e sufficient a lso in the 
non- l inear region as long as T ~ T-. This i s confirmed in the exper iments 
repor ted in ref. 3. For high tempera ture ra t ios , T / T - , the calculat ions 
break down since we expect coll isionless shock formation in this region. 
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APPENDIX 
Fourier transformation of Heaviside's step function €(t - - ) 
KP)- ppx€(t-£)dx= j 
v t
 ipvt 
e ^ d x = ^ 7 IP 
and 
For x - x + 1 /h 
C ( t - X + 1 / h ) = j - r e x p ( i p ( v t - x - l / h ) ) 




 (t - *-LiLh > • i J"" ' eff'ip/h)) " P ™ * " -
,oo. 
_oo 
For h -«°we find 
/
oo 
exp(ip(vt - x))dp = b 











Fig. 3b. Enlarged reproduction .^ f the region close to the origin. The 







k i l l E=a 
e= i 
10 
Fig. 5a. The perturbed density as a function of • and with t as a param-
eter. The drift velocities in the background plasma, described by f (v). 
are v o i 1200 m/s, v « 0 m/s and in the perturbation, g. Jv ) ; v i 
1200 m/s , v e » 0 m/s . The temperatures are T - * 2200 K and T. « 2000 K. 
f* -3 T o « / T , 
2.21 
* •» The background density is n 
10 " k g ( C s ) 
10' m the ion mass 
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Fig. 5b. The perturbed density as a function of • for various • with T • 5. 
Plasma parameters as in fig. 5a. Related (nonlinear) numerical calculations 
are shown in ref. 7. We notice mat the linear results seem to be a fairly 
good approximation, way into the nonlinear regime provided that T ^ T j is 










X r 0 
I = 1 
1 = 5 
t = 10 
i = 25 




Fig. 7a. The perturbed flux as a function of 1 and with t as a parameter. 
The plasma parameters are the same as in fig. 5. 
Fig. 7b. The perturbed flux as a function of *. for various • with t • 5. 
Measurements related to figs. 7a, 7b are reported by V. Vanek and T, C. 
Marshall 8) 
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h(f) I : T, =1000°K 
0 : T. =A000°K 
II T,:6000*K 
Fig. 8a. The function h(x/t) for different electron temperatures, Ta. The 
oi 340 m/s . vj = 1400 m/s . plasma parameters are: 
T. • T- • 2000 K» The values are taken from the experiment reported in 
ref. 5. The background density, n , does not appear in this approximation. 
nfi) 
An 
I T, = 1000°K 
n T,=AOOO°K 
ffl T.= 6000°K 




Fig. 8c. The perturbed flux, F(t/x). (The t/x dependence allows direct 







V = 1930 M/S 
V:17M M/S 
Vs1590 M/S 
V : W 0 M/S 
V=1230 M/S 
T, = 2200°K 
Fig. 8d. The perturbed ion distribution function, f(t/x, v), as a function of 
t/x and with v aa a parameter. 
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vF ia gnd 8wahTxh /7 e r t U r b e d i 0 " d i S t r i b U t i ° n f U n ^ » n . '<*/t. v). as a function
 0 , v and with x/t as a parameter. 
